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Body: Background. MDR-TB treatment based, in common case, on K/Cap, Ofl/Lev, Pt, Cs, PAS and,
depend on the drug-resistance pattern (DRP), E and/or Z. But the adequate chemotherapy regimen (min
3-4 drugs) is often impossible due to the DRP and/or drugs intolerance. Aims. To evaluate the effectiveness
and safety of the individual-tailored regimens (ITR) for new and re-treatment TB patients, based on total
both express and liquid and solid media DST and accessibility to TB drugs of the all lines (the present
Moscow TB Control Center setting). Methods. The prospective unblinded non-randomized one-centered
study includes 66 pulmonary TB patients, 18-71 y.o., 40 male and 26 female. MDR-TB in 38 pts (14 new
and 24 re-treatment), XDR-TB in 28 (4 and 24). The ITR included in all cases first/second-line TB drugs
(accordingly DRP and drug tolerance) and linezolid (Lz), in 42 pts moxifloxacin (Mox) was used and
azithromycin (Az) / clarithromycin (Cl), meropenem (Mrn) / imipenem + cilastatin must be added. Results.
The sputum smear conversion for MDR-TB pts - 97,4% (37/38, 36 - at the end of the 8th week) and for
XDR-TB - 82,1% (23/28, 20 - at the end of the 16th week). The severe side-effects, attributed to Lz, were
obtained in 5 pts (7,6%): peroneal neuropathy (3 pts, Lz excluded in 1), obstinate vomiting (1 pts, Lz
excluded) and anemia (2 pts, Lz continued). The severe tachycardia, attributed to Az, were obtained in 1 pts
(Az excluded). Conclusion. The regimens, based on second-line TB-drugs (include Mox) and drugs from the
WHOs "fifth group" are well-tolerated and high effective in MDR- and XDR-TB, but require the timely drug
susceptibility testing and the full set of the expensive drugs.
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